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Introduction

Qualitative simulation is applied more and more in design, monitoring and faultdiagnosis. However, poor performance of current qualitative simulators complicates or even prevents its application in technical environments.
In our research project 3] a special-purpose computer architecture for the
widely-used qualitative simulator QSim 2] is developed. The design of this
special-purpose computer architecture is mainly based on an extensive analysis 4] of current QSim implementations. Figure 1 presents an overview of the
runtime ratios of QSim kernel functions and their hierarchical structure. An
improved performance is achieved by mapping QSim functions onto a multiprocessor system and executing runtime intensive functions on specialized coprocessors. In this paper, we present the current state of a part of this research project
| i.e. the design and implementation of a specialized coprocessor for the constraint check functions (CCFs) of QSim 1]. The constraint check functions are
primitive kernel functions, but due to their frequent execution they dominate
the overall kernel execution time. For most models, the CCFs require more than
50 % of the kernel runtime.
2

CCF Coprocessor

Current QSim implementations include many types of CCFs (D/DT, ADD,
MULT etc.). This section presents the design, implementation, and rst experimental results of a coprocessor for the most complex CCF, the MULT-CCF.

2.1 Analysis of the MULT-CCF

Figure 2 shows the data dependency diagram for the MULT-CCF. This function
is partitioned into 4 subfunctions SF1 to SF4. SF3 consists of n iterations. All
?
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subfunctions produce a boolean result. Two facts can be taken from the data
dependency diagram. First, the subfunctions SF1, SF2, and all iterations of SF3
are dataow{independent. Therefore, they can be executed in parallel. Second,
subfunction SF4 performs a logical AND-operation on the results of SF1 to SF3.
QSim uses short circuit evaluation for this logical AND-operation.

2.2 Design of the MULT-CCF Coprocessor
The MULT-CCF coprocessor was designed at the gate- and register level to
obtain maximum execution speed. Main features of the design are:

{ data structures are optimized for the application QSim
{ operations use maximum parallelism
{ customized memory architectures allow parallel access
The block diagram of the MULT-CCF coprocessor is shown in Fig. 3. The
blocks SF1, SF2, and SF3 correspond directly to the subfunctions in Fig. 2.
Primitive operations of these subfunctions are comparisons and evaluation of
boolean functions. These operations are supported by optimized comparators
and lookup-tables. The input and output controller establish communication
to the host processor (digital signal processor TMS320C40) via two separate
communication channels. The operands and the instruction code are packed
into a 32 bit word for communication from host to coprocessor. The function
controller decodes the instruction, handles the data transfer to the functional
blocks, and controls the execution of the instruction. The function controller also
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Data dependency diagram for the MULT-CCF. p1 , p2 , and p3 are input vari-

handles the short circuit evaluation mechanism. SF3 iterations are sequentially
executed in the current design.

2.3 Experimental Results, Further Work
In order to compare the coprocessor to a SW reference system we consider two
execution paths of the MULT-CCF. In the rst case the SW implementation
stops after the rst executed subfunction due to short circuit evaluation. In the
second case, all subfunctions have to be executed, including 4 iterations of SF3.
The rst execution path represents the worst case for the coprocessor.
The MULT-CCF coprocessor was implemented in an FPGA of type Xilinx
XC4013 running at a clock frequency of 15 MHz. We compared experimentally
the coprocessor to a SW reference running on a TMS320C40 at 32 MHz. For the
rst execution path the runtime improvement is given by a factor of 6, for the
second execution path the gain is 20.7.
Further work includes:
{ performance improvement due to routing optimization
{ exploration of design alternatives (pipelining of SF3 iterations vs. simultaneous execution of SF3 iterations on several SF3 function blocks)
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